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Knowledge and the Shadow Box
SEEING

3 Ontogeny and the Central Dogma:

Do We Need the Concept of Genetic Programming
in Order to Have an Evolutionary Perspective?

The title of this chapter implies that it is possible to have an evolutionary
perspective without the concept of genetic programming (and WitJ10ut
any of its surrogates, which proliferate wildly in the psychological and
biological literature). This is indeed the case, bur before considering how
it can be accomplished, and why it is important, we would do well to ask
why evolution and programming have been assumed to be inextricably
joined.
My discussion begins with some remarks on the need to integrate evo
lutionary and developmental studies, two areas that have been estranged
from each other for some time. The rift is hardly surprising: Evolution
ary theory has been associated with a view of development as centrally
controlled and predetennined. This is a view rejected by many who are
deeply appreciative of the interactive systems that generate living forms,
but it fits an old tradition of preformarionist thinking, and is thus difficult
to give up. Lthen look at the standard definition of evolution as changes in
gene frequencies, a definition that seems to require genetic control of on
togeny. Finally, 1 reformulate the concepts of inheritance and ontogeny,
and argue that the idea of the developmental system allows us to have an
evolutionary perspective without being saddled with an untenable doc
trine of one-way flow of developmental ·'infomlation" from the nucleus
to the phenotype.

•

Howard Gruber and Isabel Sehl (1984) studied the ways people cooper
ate to construct knowledge that is not available to either of them alone.
Pairs of people were presented with a box in which shadows of an object
could be seen. Because each person looked at the object from a different
angle, each saw a different shape. One might see a circle, for example,
whereas the other might find a triangle. Together, the partners had to con
struct an object that could project both of those shapes. Clearly, some
ways of working were more effective than others: Domination was not
particularly helpful in moving beyond a one-sided view, and mindless
compromise in the absence of real constructive work (the object is partly
round and partly triangular) was inadequate as well.
Like the partners at Gruber and Sehl's task, developmentalists and
evolutionists have often had difficulty communicating with each other.
Sometimes the two groups have had divergent interests, and the lan
guage in which they have communicated has prevented them from real
izing it. It is possible that their difficulties are also related to the pre
suppositions they bring to that shadow box we call science, and thus to
what they are able to construct there. Viktor Hamburger (1980), as noted
in chapter I, has described the exclusion of embryology from the neo
Darwinian synthesis. The lack of accord between developmentalists and
evolutionists on the evolutionary role of embryological development has
had a partial analogue in studies of behavior. Witness the exchanges in
the 1950S, I960s, and I970S between American comparative psycholo
gists and European ethologists (Lehrman 1953, 1970; Lorenz 1965). To
some extent these groups talked past each other because they were inter
ested in different matters. But J think they also had genuinely different
conceptions of development.

FOUR POINTS OF VIEW

In 1963, the ethologist Niko Tinbergen suggested that when someone
asks why an animal does something, there are four possible biological
interpretations of the question. Many students of animal behavior have
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been guided by his explication of the "four 'whys": (r) the evolutionary
history of the behavior, (2) its survival value, (3) the mechanisms by
which it occurs. and (4) its development. Tinbergen thought that fail
ure to distinguish among these questions had caused considerable con
fusion. It still does. Developmental psychologists have not traditionally
thought much about the first two. and when they have, they have not
always kept their whys straight. Nor have they necessarily been helped
by their colleagues in biology. Too often, the price of admission to the
biological brotherhood has been a view of development marked by reli
ance on assumptions thal are decidedly uninformed by systems thinking,
despite a vocabulary liberally sprinkled with systems terms (e.g., Fish
bein 1976; Scarr and McCartney r983). The notions of genetic programs
and instinct, for instance, draw some of their authority from their associa
tions with evolutionary thought. Programs and instinct carryall sorts of
other implications about mode of development and kinds of mechanism,
however-autonomy, internality, spontaneity, naturalness, resistance to
perturbation-neatly tying together the four whys that Tinbergen dlstin
guished. (He did not claim that they were unrelated, just different. He
even discussed some ways of relating them (1963]; see also P. P. G. Bate
son 1985.)
Imagine for a moment two people at a shadow box. This time they have
been given dlfferent instructions: One partner is to discern the object's
shape, and the other must determine whether or not it is moving. Imagine
also that they must use an ambiguous vocabulary. Rooving, for instance,
means both "round" and "moving." One person reports that the object is
round, and the other concludes that it is mobile. I am suggesting, in this
crude way, that their plight resembles that of scientists who must work
with ambiguous terms such as inherited, genetic, biological, and matura
tional.
The ambiguity of these terms permits the blurring of Tin bergeo's whys.
If one worker discovers that a bit of behavior is present in phylogenetic
relatives. for instance, the other may conclude that it will be develop
mentally stable. If one claims that a pattern is adaptive, the other Illay
deduce that .it develops independently of experience. Evidence for one
why masquerades as evidence for another. If their aims and terms were
c!:.lrified, the researchers might conclude that they were pursuing sepa
ratc projects. But the goal is not separatism; it is rather the recognition of
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differences that is the prerequisite to fruitful collaboration. A great deal
of conceptual work is required as well. Integration, after alL is not the
same as conflation. Furthermore, because these notions of "biological
bases" seldom segregate neatly into developmentalists' and evolution
ists' heads, coherence within fields suffers even if there is no interest in
interdisciplinary work.

Evolution and the Central Dogma
HE ARGUMENT

The usual way of construing the relationship between ontogeny and phy
logeny involves several interrelated ideas. First, evolution is defined by
changes in gene frequencies. The genes are thought to produce pheno
types by supplying information, programs. or instructions for the body
and for at least some aspects of the mind. Some genes produce better
phenotypes than others and are differentially passed on. Although in this
view the environment is necessary for proper development, its effects
on the phenotype are evolutionarily insignificant because only inherited
traits are transmitted. Causal power a.nd information are carried in the
DNA, and living things are created by an outward flow of causality and
form from the nucleus.
This conception of the ontogeny-phylogeny relationship seems to call
for two kinds of development: one for inherited traits and one for every
thing else. This is true even though statements are routinely made about
the impossibility of attributing traits completely to one or the other. De
spite their reassuring ecumenical ring, such statements either retain the
dichotomy or turn it into a continuum. Emblematic of a trendy but failed
"interactionism," they are responses to a multitude of developmental
observations that ca]) traditional formulations into question; their short
comings are examined later. (For critiques of this kind of well-inten
tioned but conceptually misguided interactionism, see Lewontin, Rose,
and Kamin 1984; Oyama 1982,2000; Tobach and Greenberg 1984.) Al
though they scornfully dismiss "extreme views" that attribute behavior
entirely to the genes or entirely to tbe environment, the devotees of this
popular ioteractjonism mistake compromise and rel.abeling for concep
tual resolution.
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Many have expressed their unhappiness with the contradictions and
faulty inferences lhat accompany these accounts of the ontogeny
phylogeny relationship, and have tried to formulate a unified concep
tion of ontogeny (P. Bateson 1983; Gottlieb 1976; Johnston ]9 87; Klopfer
196 9; Lehrman 1970; Schneirla 1966; Tobach 1972). Not surprisingly,
they have often had difficulty communicating effectively with colleagues
who hold the dominant developmentally dualistic view. Indeed, it can be
argued that the nature-nurture dichotomy will continue to dominate our
theories and research as long as we continue to speak of traits, programs,
or encoded potential as being truflsm.itred (see chapter 1).

THE GOAL

We need to alter our conceptions of ontogeny and phylogeny before
we can bridge Hamburger's (1980) "nucleocytoplasmic gap." We do not
need more conciliatory declarations that nature and nurture are both im
portant, but rather a radical reformulation of both. All too often, as we
shall see below, people confuse the genotype with the phenotype. Those
who manage to avoid that oft-sprung trap may still become obsessed with
genes because they have been encouraged in innumerable ways to think
of them as prefiguring or making the phenotype. I propose the follow
ing reconceptualizations. in which genes and environments are parts of
a developmental system that produces phenotypic natures:
I. Nature is not transmitted but constructed. An organism's nature
the characteristics lhat define it at a given time- is not genotypic (a ge
netic program or plan causing development) but phenotypic (a product
of development). Because phenotypes change, natUJes are not static but
transient, and because each genotype has a norm of reaction, it may give

rise to multiple natures.
2. Nurture (developmental interactions at all levels) is as crucial to typi
cal characters as to atypical ones, as formative of universal characters as
of variable ones, as basic to stable characters as to labile ones.
3. Nature and nurture are therefore not alternative sources of form and
causal power. Rather, nature is the product of the processes that are the
developmental interactions we call nurture. At the same time, that I,)heno
typic nature is a developmental resource for subsequent interactions. An

organism's nature is simply its form and function. Because nature is
phenotypic, it depends on developmental context as profoundly and inti
mately as it does on the genome. To identify nature with tbat genome,
then, is to miss lhe full developmental story in much the same way that
preformationist explanations have always done.
4. Evolution is thus the derivational history of developmental systems.

CONDUITS AND MESSAGES

George Lakoff and Mark Johnson (1980), a linguist and a philosopher,
present an "experientialist" alternative to what they call "objectivist"
and "subjectivist" theories of knowledge. Properties of objects are pro
duced in interaction rather than residing in the objects or, alternatively.
being completely arbitrary and subjective, and metaphor plays a central
role. Lakoff and Johnson's attempt to provide a third way, a synthesis that
transcends a traditional antithesis. has striking parallels with my attempt
to use constuctivist interaction to move beyond nativism and environ
mentalism.]
Lako.ff and Johnson (1980: 10- 12, citing Reddy) describe the "conduit
metaphor" for language: Ideas or meanings are objects that can be placed
in the containers we call wordr and sent along a conduit (communication)
to a hearer. The meanings then reside in the sentences and are indepen
dent of speaker or context. The objectivist theory of communication is
based on this conduit metaphor: Fixed meanings are sent via linguistic
expressions (LakofT and Johnson 1980: 206). In a similar way, r suggest,
natural selection is thought to place knowledge about the environment (or
instructions for building organisms that are adapted to the environment)
into the genes, which then serve as vehicles by which these biological
meanings are transmitted from one generation to the next. The context
independence of meanings in the conduit metaphor is consistent with lhe
connotations of autonomy and necessity that accompany the ideas of in
stinct and genetically driven development. (On context sensitivity in sys
tems theory, see Valsiner 1987.) The details of the communication meta
phor tend not to be well worked out in biological discourse (Johnston
1987; Oyama 2000), but J think the parallels are robust.
Perhaps biologi~ts' propensity to speak of molecular letters, words,
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and sentences, of genetic codes and grammars, is to some extent the re
sull of notions of life as language. The genes become the repository of
true nature; molecular meanings are contained in a phenotypic vessel,
which is sometimes treated with so little regard as to render it virtually
transparent. A few paragraphs ago I mentioned confusion between geno
type and phenotype. This may have stuck some as too bizarre to be cred
ited. Yet consider some psychologists' practice of effectively bypassing
the phenotype: Plomin (1986: flO, (29) speaks of people responding to
children's "genetk propensities" and "genetic differences" rather than
to the children themselves. Similarly, Scarr and McCartney (1983:433)
refer to experiences that "the genotype would find compatible." The lat
ter authors use the term developmental system, but their insistence that
genes and environment play quite different roles in this "system" re
veals the distance between their understanding of this term and my own:
In their scheme, of course, the genes play the determining role. (De
spite the importance of both. that is. some causes are more equal than
others. For contra'lt. see Fogel and Thelen 1987; Valsiner 1987, on sys
tems dynamics.)

The Central Dogma: Hypothesis and Metaphor

Genes appear to link evolution and development in two ways. First, they
are the material link that promises to make sense of heredity. The adop
tion of Francis Crick's (1957) Central Dogma of the one-way flow of
information as the ruling metaphor for development forged a second,
conceptual link. The dogma states that infonnation goes from genes to
proteins, never from proteins back to genes; as metaphor, it takes many
forms (programs, blueprints, instructions; see Newman 1988), but they
always involve the emanation of basic developmental causation from the
DNA. An outward flow of information and power achieves the translation
of the genetic message in ontogeny.
A subtle transition is thus made from "messages" about molecules to
messages about bodies and minds-quite a different thing, whether we
realize it or nol. The shift is from gene transmission to trail transmilision.
Fl)CUS on the gene as the prime mover of ontogeny leads to all sorts of
assumptilll1S abo lit genetic control of development as the defining char-
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actenstic of certain traits; this in turn leads to the need for another kind
of process to expla.in everything else.
The more reductionist one is, the harder it is to appreciate the gap be
tween the molecular and the organismic levels. The kind of reduction
ism 1 am speaking of here is not the provisional single-mindedness that
allow~ detailed investigation of a mechanism. It is rather the desire to in
terpret the whole world in terms of that mechanism, or at least in terms
of the level at which it was studied; it is the failure to shift levels or point
of view, whether from inability or from some conviction that to do so
would be soft-headed. The genetic program holds a fatal attraction for
such minds.
Crick's Central Dogma has come to have the quality of an unquestion
able truth. We forget that it is a hypothesis about specific molecular inter
actions that is open to empirical support or refutation. But what could
chalJenge the "plain truth" that development is controlled by a genetic
program? What would count as evidence for or against such control? One
biologist lold me that "the whole of molecular biology" demonstrated the
reality of the genetic progranl- hardly the language of nomlal scientific
inference. Genetic programs have so dominated mainstream thinking that
people have rarely been called on to defend them. Programs have func
tioned as an "enabling concept," important not only in research but in
the legitimation of a kind of reductionist explanation (Yoxen 1981: I05).
Richard Dawkins (1986:m) speaks of DNA as programs, illStructions,
and algorithms, and explicitly denies that these tenllS are metaphors. Of
airborne seeds he says, "it is the plain truth [that it is raining instruc
tions]. It couldn't be any plainer if it were raining floppy discs." Organ
isms become "natural-technical objects structured by logics of domina
tion," "biotic components in a technological communications system,"
"-ommand-control systems" (Haraway 1981-1982:247;259, 271).
When system is simply shorthand for "machine governed by a pro
gram," it usually signals a preoccupation with static cemralized control
rather than the sort of distributed, dynamic, contingent control under
consideration here. (For an analysis of the popular use of systems and its
links to a preoccupation with control, see RosenthaI1984:chap. 13.) We
thus have an uneasy association of systems terms with a style of expla
nation that is, as previously noted, uninformed by the kind of systems
theory tbat offers the must to developmental studies.

52 Looking at DeveloDment alld Evolution

In addition to asking what lUnd of evidence is relevant
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explanations, one could ask another question: Does the notion of the
program add anything of value to the understanding gained by analysis
of developmental processes? 1 submit that it does not, and worse, Ulat
it usually imports extraneous and misleading implications. The Central
Dogma as metaphor helps make intuitive sense of observations, filting
them into a particular worldview. Metaphors are not mere embellish
ments to thought; they are fundamental to knowing itself. I would hardly
argue, therefore, that we should give them up. But not all metaphors are
equally useful. and one that encourages us to see developmenl as the £ul
fi llment of a plan or the transmission of a message may not always direct
our attention in desirable ways. In addilio~ the program metaphor sup
ports some of the more troublesome aspects of the nature-nurture oppo
sition. Despite the comfortable fit between the idea of evolution as evolu
tion of genes and the idea of genetically programmed development, there
are orofound problems with this formulation.

Two Strategies

Two general stTategies can be used in arguing for a genetic program.
One is to say that some features develop by means of a genetic program,
whereas others do not. This is the conventional dualistic formulation.
The other is to say that all development is in some way controlled by
the program. I call this "genetic imperialism" because it appears to be
an atlempt to include in the genes' purview both the "innate" anti the
"acquired": to subdue the environment and the organism's history in it.
Tt, too, is developmentally dualistic in attributing different causal roles to
the genes and tile environment.

CONVENTIONA

UALISM

The problem with attributing some parts of the phenotype to the genes
and some to the environment is that developmental processes and prod
uctl; are simply not partilionable in this way. Nor are the various criteria
•
for making the distinction consistent. Although the concerns motivat
ing any particular nature-nurture distinction may be interesting and il11

portant, casting the question in terms of the two constrasting factors of
"nature" and "nurture" immediately joins it to a multitude of other ques
tions that have radically different empirical bases. For example, presence
at birth, appearance without obvious learning, longitudinal stability, reli
able timing, and susceptibility to perturbation are quite distinct develop
mental issues, and adaptiveness, phylogenetic relalionships, and patterns
of distribulion in a population are not developmental questions at all. As
I argue in chapter 7, lumping all the issues together as manifestations of
the same thing, namely genetic nature, guarantees that the conceptual
chaos at the shadow box wilJ continue, veiled by a common vocabulary.
Thus one finds blithe cross inference from populations to individu
als and back again, from development to evolution and vice versa, from
adaptiveness to mechanism, from pbylogenetic similarity to necessity
and naturalness, and so on ad infinitum, aJl because terms like biologi
cally based, genetically encoded, and inherited give tile illusion of move
ment within a coherent theoretical system. Jacobson et al. (19 83:436)
declare that if adults' tendency 10 address infants in high-pitched voices
is species-typical and adaptive, then it is "biologically programmed in
the adult speaker" and is thus neither learned nor responsive to feed
back from the infant. Conversely, if experience call influence a behavior,
Connor, Schackman, and Serbin (1978) conclude, then it is not "biologi
cal." Frodi and Lamb (1978) re.1.son that certain human sex differences
are not biological because tbe behavior changes over the life span. But
tbe multiple properties attributed to "biology" are not inherently linked
to each other and therefore cannot be inferred from each other. Beards,
breasts, and reproductive behavior are not present at birth; some learning
is species-typical; adaptive characters are not necessarily unchangeable;
and universal characters by definition show no heritable variation.2 Char
acters shared with phylogenetic relatives do nol necessarily appear early
and are not always difficult to change. I could go on.
Assuming we have an adequate definition of learning, we can certainly
ask whether a given behavior is learned or not, or whether it is influenced
by prior learning or not. To answer such questions, however, we need to
look at the development or the behavior, not ask whether it is difficult to
change or wonder whether it is universal. Traits that are reliably found in
" species can be distinguished ["rom those that are nol on the basis of the
reliability of the variou!> aspects of the developmental s)'slems tilat pro
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tial has changed. Similarly, as I noted in chapter 2, a dominant female
cleaner fish ordinarily looks forward to an entire life as a female. Should
the male in her group die, however, she becomes a fully functional male
within weeks (Lerner and Libby 1976). Potential, then, does not always
diminish over lime. A phenotype develops, a fact that the concept of ge
netically programmed potential purports to explain but actually ignores.
One can, of course, attribute to the genome a higher-level potential for
all these potentials, but this is only to affirm that all possible develop
mental outcomes are possible. It is also worth noting that such a move
does not help to distinguish adaptive outcomes from nonadaptive ones,
normal ones from pathological or idiosyncratic ones. The claim that the
genes circumscribe potenlial reminds me of a ploy used by the powerful
when they realize that power must be shared, .if only minimally: Delimit
the scope of choice, then let the other party choose within fixed, non
negotiable boundaries. "It's time for bed; which pajamas do you want to
wear?")

Deep Problems, Superficial Solutions

The difficulties with the conceptions of development discussed above
have not gone unnoticed. Changes have tended to be cosmetic, however,
for a number of reasons.

SHARED BELIEFS

Evolution, first of all, is so firmly identified with the genes-gene pools,
selfish genes, genetic information - that any attempt to call attention to
other aspects of evolution or to question conventional definitions of in
heritance is immediately seen as some sort of Lamarckian attack on sci
entific biology. (Sapp 1987 discusses geneticists' success in imposing
genecentric definitions of evolution and heredity, showing how these
scientists used the image of a genetic control center simultaneollsly to
describe cellular activity and to suggest their own powerful position in
science.)
Tn addition, so much thought and research are rooted in the nnture
nurture tradition that it is difficult to think ditfercnLly. "The biological"

seen to be more real, more basic, more normal, more recalcitrant to
change than "the psychological" or "the cultural." We have already seen
that the various criteria for designation ac; biological or inherited do not
form a coherent set; we have also seen how easily their incompatibilities
are glossed over when they are referred to with the same terms. Scholars
and laypeople alike continue to distinguish necessary inner essence from
contingent ourer appearance. Consider the oppositions that have been so
important in the behavioral sciences: instinct versus learning, matura
tion versus experience, inborn personality traits versus acquired ones,
to name but a few. Kenneth Kaye's (1982:4) list of the "great issues"
that psychologists have attempted to resolve by studying human infants
ranges from the pedagogical to the theological, and they are all cast in
traditional nature-nurture terms. If one such distinction is questioned,
minor local adjustments may ensue, but the complex interweavings of
these ideas in our thought and practice make more serious change un
likely. Frequently, the versus is changed to and or interacts with and the
problem is considered solved. (Many examples of this are found ill Mag
nusson and Allen 1983, in which the authors refer to combinations of
innate and environmental factors, the interaction of biology and learning,
and so on, aJI in the service of an "interactional perspective.") Although
tbe cooperation implied by these phrases is more plea~ant than the oppo
sitionaltone of earlier formulations, the dichotomy remains. Hence the
need to distinguish my views of development from this kind of con
ventional interactionism. Given the broad ramification of those habits of
thought, it is no wonder that small changes to vocabulary or theory are
so easily assimilated to dichotomous views.
Two kinds of phenomena might have posed a serious challenge to the
logic of progranlming explanations: species-typical learning and adap
tive variation. But these "bugs" in the concept of the genetic program
were integrated into traditional thought with minimal discomfort.

"PROGRAMMEO" VARIATION

Complex behavior that is difficult to account for by learning (e.g., in
stinct) has traditionally been '"explained" by tile genes. So hac; reliable,
closely orchestrated development (c.g., maturation). Although the con
pt of instinct has often been que~tioned, that of internally driven matu
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ration has largely escaped scrutiny, probably because nativists and em
piricists alike shared basic beliefs about physical development (Oyama
1982). Even the most dedicated behaviorist requires a body and a reliable
set of operants and reflexes to begin a conditioning story. Yet, research
ers eventually realized that some learning is species-typical, and indeed
is crucial to many "instincts" (avian imprinting is the classical case, but
see also Hallman (969).4 This threatened two traditional renderings: of
instinct as unlearned and of learning as arbitrarily vcuiable. The resolu
tion proposed by some theorists, however, involved not a reconsideration
of the notion of genetic programming. but an increase in the scope of the
program. Not only are bodies and unlecu'ned behavior in the genes, now
some learning is in there, too.
These theorists' attempts to replace the innate-acquired distinction
with closed and open programs or with inherited ranges of possible forms
(Lorenz 1965, J977; MayI' 1961), or innate, genetically determined epi
genetic rules (Lumsden and Wilson 1981) merely blur the distinction be
tween traditionally conceived nature and nurture when they should be
questioning the very basis of that distinction. Fishbein's (1976) descrip
tion of "canalized" learning as genetically preprogrcunmed development
is typical of this approach, but many others have made similar attempts
to reconcile species-typical learning with the ideal of genetic control
(Freedman 1979; J. L. Gould 1982; Shatz 1985; and see Johnston's 1988
critique of innate templates in avian song learning). Perhaps these efforts
are unsurprising in light of the fact that species-typical, and more often,
species-specific, beccune euphemism~ for instinctive and innate in the dis
course of workers who tried to take critiques of instinct into account
but did not realize that conceptual tightening can take more than an ad
justment of the lexicon. (An even more recent example of such hedg
ing is the ubiquitous term co/lstraillt. discussed in chapters 4 and 5.)
Such maneuvers unfortunately tend to be presented as the leading edge
of developmental theory, where an "evolutionary perspective" too often
means making more and more refined nature-nurture distinctions while
ttributing more and more to the formative, directive powers of the genes.
These theorists claim to be eliminating the natw'e-nw'ture dichotomy, but
iJl reality they are simply renaming it and shifting phenomena/rom one
side of it to the other.
Parallel with the inclusion of some learning in the concept of instinct,
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some investigators (Lorenz 1977; Mayr 1976a) saw that any idea of
species-typical development would have to include the possibility of
branching pathways to accommodate certain ki.nds of adaptive variation
(alternative morphologies or behavior patterns). External events, that is,
often intrude into the supposedly autonomous maturational sequence to
move Lhe organism onto one or another path.
So we see that learning can be necessary for the development of be
havior usually defined by the absence of learning (instinct), and divergent
pathways can be crucial for development usually considered unilinear
(maturation). This shows the impossibility of consistently categorizing
developmental phenomena as innate or learned. Putting them on a con
tinuum defined by varying amounts of genetic control does not solve the
problem; it mUltiplies it. The hazards of switching from one definition of
innateness to another were pointed out above in the discussion of Tin
bergen's whys; in some of the works cited previously we see the conse
quences of confusing innate as species-typical, innate as predetermined,
innate as conferring survival advantage. innate as unlecu'ned, innate as
having an evolutionary history, and innate as independent of the environ
ment. These failures of consistency could have challenged the concep
tual framework of developmental dualism. Instead, however, the offend
ing phenomenon in each case was simply assimilated to the old system,
giving us genetically programmed learning and genetically progranlmed
developmental branching. The apparent adaptiveness of these violations
of ontogenetic autonomy, as well as their selectivity and presumed evv
!utionary histories, compelled workers to find a way to attribute them to
the genes, even though this necessitated finessing the Central Dogma of
development (that "the biological" is created exclusively by the otttward
flow of genetic information). These efforts, however well-meaning, are
finally just superficial responses to profound conceptual problems. That
such phenomena can be treated nondualistically is evidenced by Caro and
Bateson's (1986) analysis of altcrnalive tactics.

LOCAL AND GLOBAL CHANGE

We need to rethink such category-defying phenomena as well as the rea
sons for. and meanings of, the various kinds of inquiry. Even minimal
rethinking can help, but piecemeal progress is risky. The unexamined as
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sumptions we sweep under the rug will trip us up as soon as we turn
around.
Eliminating the kinds of unjustified cross inference just described
would be an example of low-level improvement. Although Lamb et aJ.
(l98S) characterize their research on parenting in human males as bio
logical, for instance, they emphasize variation with context, not fixity.
They rightly deny that evolution must bring invariance and immutability.
One wishes for more, however. They do not abandon the notion of "hard
wired predispositions," and term them physiological (p. 886). What hap
pens when sex differences, for instance, are discovered by methods like
hormonaJ assays or evoked potentiaJs? Are tbey then "hardwired" be
cause physiological? What wouJd count as a nonphysiological "predis
position"? Unanalyzed terms like these are the lumps lurking under their
carpet, inviting us all to stumble.
Local improvement is of local utility. Change on a broader front in
volves reworking whole networks of concepts and whole patterns of rea
soning, not just refining a term here and there. This means going beyond
'ormulations like those of Lamb et aI., who comment that social con
ditions can either "override" biological predispositions or "reinforce"
them (198s:888), and who present biology and the environment, as so
many do nowadays, as "complementary" (p. 886). Broader change would
aJso invoJve clarifying the scope of research. Lamb et al. (1985) claim
to be following Tinbergen, but by treating behavior as "decisions" mad
in some context and based on the goal of maximizing fitness. they treat
an evolutionary function as a proximate cause, an error Tinbergen (1963)
explicitly warns against. They give no evidence that fitness is actually
maximized by the variations in human parenting they review, and do not
make clear just what they hope to establish. Having relinquished the defi
nition of biology as fixity. they seem to be uncertain about just what it
does mean. Evolved behavior may indeed vary with context, but this cer
tainly does not mean that all behavior that varies with context is evolved
in the sense of having a traceable hi.story in phylogenetic relatives.
In a more sophisticated account, Kaye (1982) speaks of aspects of the
social environment as being inherited by an infant. He notes that much
experience is ensured by evolutionary history, and describes earl~ devel
opment as being intensely social. He asserts that it is often informative
to look at the child as a part of a larger system, in which an adult may
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play "cognitive" roles that tlle child is not yet ready to perform. (See
also Rogoff and Wertsch 1984. on Vygotsky's concept of "zone of proxi
mal development.") Kaye sees many universal skills as constructed in
interaction rather than revealed in maturation. Yet he is quite happy to
speak of the abilities the infant brings to early infancy as innate, maturing
"accordi.ng to the designs of the genetic program" (p. 17). He explicitly
excludes from psychology the study of maturation, which is "guaranteed
by the genotype" (p. 28). (The problem is not that he attributes the wrong
things to maturation, but that he attributes maturation and innateness to
a genetic program.) He also criticizes those who liken development t
a train ride "in which the very process of the journey is determined by
its destination ... because it suggests that the child knows where he
is headed" (pp. IS-16). Ironically, the intrinsic genetic program is an
explanation-by-destinatioll in which it is not the child who knows where
he is headed but his genes.
Kaye (1982:31) rejects some nativist accounts of human development,
charging that those who overestimate the functions present at birth "try
to explain away some of the mysteries that have led so many psycholo
gists to begin looking at infants in the first place." But the concept of
innateness does just that. (Kuo aJso made this point about the concept
of instinct, in 1922.) Kaye's assertion that infants "inherit cenain aspects
f their social environments as much as they inherit their nervous sys
tems" (p. 8). although a provocative step in the right direction, reveals
the problem. In my terms, he has mixed developmentaJ influences (what
1 call "illleractants" or "means") with developmental products. Genes
and social environments are inherited interactants, available to be used in
constructing a life cycle. Nervous systems and sociaJ skills, being phenr'
typic, must develop.
Kaye associates evolution with innateness and so is forced to circum
5.cribe his "interactiorusm." (lnnate behavior is cross-referenced to evo
lution in his index.) It follows (1982:24-2S), then. that tbe "genetically
determined behavioral tendencies" of parents are inherited biologically,
while the rest is inherited by tbe mechanisms of cultural evolution. Kaye's
attempt to reconcile the roJe of experience in development with evolution
is a commendable one. If he had applied his constructivist thinking to
the concepts of innate behavior and maturation as well as to social devel
opment. his account would not have required the deVelopmental dualism
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that now permeates it. This chapter contains many examples of nondual
istjc research on the developmental role of naturally occurring experi
ences. It is true, as Kaye says, that developmemal psychologists seek a
set of "givens" with which to begin their inquiries, but there is a differ
ence between taking a set of abilities as given, or present, at some age
and attributing them to a particular kind of developmental process. s

Development and Evolution

If evolution is construed as change in the constitution and distribution of
developmental systems, the study of ontogeny is no longer a poor rela
tive, to be lent evolutionary legitimacy by genetic hook or crook. Rather,
it becomes the very heart of evolutionary biology. And because trans
generational stability and change depend on the degrees of reliability of
developmental processes and a large array of means for repeated ontoge
netic constructions, research on the processes responsible for transgen
erational continuity is crucial. West and King (1987) articulate an idea of
the "ontogenetic Iljche" that is very close to my developmental system
(see also Johnston 1982, and the "developmental manifold" of Gottlieb
1971). "Ask not what's inside the genes you inherited, but what tlle genes
you inherited are inside of," West and King (1987) advise; the niche that
the genes "are inside of" is an indispensable bridge between generations,
and research on the details of that bridge makes up the first body of re
search to be sketched below.
The second broad research strategy to be discussed involves linking
development with other whys in Tinbergen's list (see Klama 1988). For
this project, though, the usual markers of inheritance and innateness will
not suffice, for they are part of a tradition of reasoning that has outlived
its usefulness. No more attempts to distingujsh features formed in phy
logeny from those formed in ontogeny. No more searches for genetic
plans for morphology or behavior.
Both strategies, looking at developmental links between generations
and relating development to the questions of function or evolutionary
history, can generate fascinating research. Tile projects are not '\lutually
exclusive, and both involve a willingness to investigate phenomena that
tend to disappear when the language of programming is used. Indeed, one

could say that whenever a program is invoked, a developmental question
is being ignored, or worse, being given a spurious answer.

LINK~

AMONG GENERATIONS

When constructive interaction is seen to be fundamentally important
for the formation (not just the support) of all features, including "hio
logical" ones, then the role of the environment is not complementary to
tbat of biology, bill is constitutive of it in much the same way the genes
are. This allows a more global reorientation to living organization, one
that goes far beyond the local improvements just cited. Attention can be
focused on the way any influence is (or is not) integrated into a develop
mental system, rather than on partitioning the organism according to the
role "biology" (however construed) is imagined to play in rorming it.
Later. 1 describe the successive levels of developmental systems, from
the nucleus out. Any research that sheds light on the origin of novelty
at any level could potentially help us understand how variant systems
come to be. Any research that shows how processes can be faithfully re
peated across generations could help us understand how systems persist.
Most of a developmental system remains unchanged in the face of evo
lutionary alteration. The genetic links between ontogeny and phylogeny
memioned earlier are necessary but not sufficient: After all, the genes
alone cannot give rise to the next generation. Although many life cycles
narrow to a single cell (Bonner 1974), and although theoretical accounts
orten reduce that cell to naked DNA, the developmental system is much
more extensive. Its ramified complexity and reliability are just what allow
such drastic narrowing of the organismic part of the cycle.
A first step in extending the developmental system beyond the gene
is appreciating the inheritance of complex cellular structures and con
stituents (Sapp's history of research on cytoplasmic inherilallce, which
includes. but is emphatically notlirnited to, cytoplasmic genes, is called
Beyond Ihe Gene ]987). Recognizing the integration of mammalian em
bryonic development into tbe maternal physiological system is a second
step (Cohen 1979; Hofer 1981b: 224, on the mummaHan mother as "an ex
ternal physiological regulatory agent" -external to the infant, but a cru
cial and very reliable part of the developmental system, regulating, and
regulated by, the developing infant'!. Lookjng at the dependence of devel
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opment on the organism's own activity and its interactions with conspe
citics takes us even farther out. Biochemical and even social interaction
with parents or siblings can begin before birth or hatching (Gandelman,
vom Sall, and Reinisch 1977, on the influence of fetal position on devel
opment of mice; Gottlieb 1978, on the effect of prehatching experience in
ducklings) and can obviously be of great importance later as well (John
ston and Gottlieb 1985; Lickliter and Gottlieb 1985).
Of great utility here is Gottlieb's (1976) concept of bidirectional rela
tionships among gene action, physiology, function, and social influences.
The principle is nicely demonstrated in Vandenbergh's (1987) account
of the regulation of mouse puberty by otber mice. Vandenbergh's paper
also serves as a model for relating individual and population levels. A
good presentation of many infant-parent relationships is found in Cairns
(1979), which shows the multiple ways investigators may fruitfully move
among different fields. That book is also full of illustrations of the so
cial embeddedness of development. and thus of the ways that similarity
across generations may be maintained or compromjsed by interactions
among organisms. This embedded ness is also evident in research on the
transgenerational perpetuation of behavioral sex differences in rodents
(Moore 1984) and of food preferences and other behavioral patterns in
a wide range of species (Galef 1976). Similarly, Trevarthen (1982:77)
shows how human infants' "mental partnership with caretakers" extends
their abilities to act. He comments ironically on the idea of the "isolated
thinker" and declares that infants "must share to know" (p. 81).
These are all examples of developmental research that highlights the
connectedlless of the emerging organism to its surroundings, not its in
sulation from them. Although such attention to developmental context
provides an excellent vehicle for the study of individua.l variation, it does
not limit researchers to such study. Indeed, il can also show the ways in
which specieswide patterns of development are maintained by stably re
curring contexts, and how these patterns of development playa role in
maintaining that very recurrent stability.
1l seems quite possible that much of this research comes from its au
thors' appreciation of systemic complexity and their realization that one
must move an investigation beyond the boundaries of the ocganis01 in
order to understand the organism fully. This ability to sec links and inti
mate interchanges with the surround as developmentally fundamental is
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not part of developmental psychology's conventional focus on individu
als, despite frequent references in the literature to "transactions" be
tween children and the environment (or between genotypes and environ
ment, Scarr 1981. or between nature and nurture, Plomin 1986:20).
Often. such work on developmental interactions is seen as environ
mentally detemlinist or behaviorist, and thus opposed to "biological"
approaches (Furth 1974; 1. L. Gould 1982, 1985; Lockard 1971; Lorenz
1965:3-4). These charges obviously rest on developmental dualism. Al
though it is true thal this research shows the importance of environmental
structure, as well as highlighting many possibilities for developmental
variation. it is in no way anti- or nonbiologicaJ. On the contrary, it illumi
nate!> the very phenomena that programming language "explains away";
it shows some of the many ways biology works. It certainly does not sig
nal a belief in blank slates, though one must be able to lay aside some
very well rehearsed scripts in order to see trus. Indeed, to move toward a
systems view one must realize how bad the image of a slate really is. The
onflict over whether il is environmental features or genetic messages
that are impressed on the organism reveals the profound similarities be
tween empiricist and nativist views. Both are committed to a notion of
development as imposition, not interactive emergence.
The association of biology with necessity and unifonnity is indeed
mistaken, as the believers in programmed variation realize. If we are to
understand how uniformity and variation are constructed in real lives,
however, tbe metaphor of the program, the internal inscription, is no sub
stitute for real investigation. I doubllhat the sorts of research mentioned
here could have been conceived by people who were still in lhrall to
dualistic tllOught. Although they vary in the consistency with which they
avo.id nature-nurture oppositions. these workers all appreciate the fun
damental role of organism-environment interchanges in the most basic
developmental processes.

I.INKS TO rUNCTlON AND EVOLUTION

We turn now from ecological, physiological. and behavioral links be
tween the generations to theoretical Li.nks among Tinbergen's [our whys.
H questions about immediate causation and development are clearly dis
tinguished from questions about evolulionary history or survival advan
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tage, it is possible to seek ways to relate them to each other. Ronald
Oppenheim (r98o), for instance, has shown the functional significance

types is "environmentally determined" (involving the immediate envi
ronments of the genes and cells), and all outcomes arc jointly determined

of many ontogenetic phenomena (see also Turkewitz and Kenny 1982).

as developmental processes generate a multitude of effective genotypes
and transient environments-that is, DNA sequences and contexts that

Patrick Bateson (1979, 1984. 1987; Caro and Bateson 1986) has consis
tently interpreted development functionally, as have most of the workers
ited in the preceding few paragraphs.
Knowledge of the natural history of the species in question is clearly
useful in making such functional connections. When we are that species,
however, special problems arise. Not only is human variability notori
ous, but the whole notion of a single natural history for our own species
is equivocal. Charting a path through contemporary and historical varia
tion in ways of living is simple only if one is willing to ignore a great
deal and to make some arbitrary choices. The preoccupation with reliable
life cycles has too often been part of a desire to discover a single, trans
cultural. and ahistorical human nature, a "biological base" that would
unify diversity. But Voorzanger (J987a:SJ) points out that evolutionary
history does not provide a conception of human nature or give us moral
guidance. Instead, "we have to know ourselves in order to give an evo
lutionary reconstruction of our behavior."
Seeing natures as developmental products. and thus as phenotypic
rather than genotypic. turns us away from the search for transcendent
reality and back to the processes and producls of development. Much
work remains to be done on the proper relationships between data and
constructs in these investigations. and it is my conviction that the nature
nurture opposition, long a dominant heuristic in many fields, is more
often a hindrance than a help in this endeavor.

Interaction in Ontogeny:
Sources of Variation, Sources of Form

Current notions of genetic information are unable to account for single
developmental pathways, much less alternative phenotypes. Under de
velopmental analysis. any ontogenetic course resolves to multiple path.
ways at the cellular level. Tn normal embryological differentiation a.,single
genotype is involved in the development of many types of cells and or
gans; again we have a kind of "norm of reaction." The variation in cell

interact in a spectrum of particular developmental circumstances. The
genotype-phenotype mapping is complex, contextually and developmen
tally contingent. and, to some extent. indcterminate. 6
Similar problems exist with the notion of information in the environ
ment. A given event carries, or. better, generates. different "infomla
tion" for different organisms. and for the same organism in different
states. The tenderly proprietary smile is at one moment a welcome sign
of love, whereas a year lmer it threatens entTapment. On one day a gaping
chick provokes parental feeding, whereas a month later the same gape
stimulates a reaction that means, loosely, "Go feed yourself." ]n each
case the "information" conveyed by one organism depends on tbe con
text and on the history and state of the organism that is interpreting it.
The only way to lise the idea of developmental information effectively
is to detach it from the notion thaI ontogenesis is a conduit for the trans
mission of messages. Developmental interactants are "informational"
not by "carrying" context-independent messages about phenotypes. but
by having an impact 00 ontogenetic processes-by making a difference.
Sometimes those differences are perceptible in a naturally occurring ar
ray, as they arc in a set of clones developing in different environments.
In other cases the arrays must be created experimentally; thi~ is the way
contributions to normal development are usually investigated. The re
search of Gottlieb and his colleagues (1976; Johnston and Gottlieb 1985;
Lickliter and Gottlieb (988) on nonobvious inJluences on development,
including self-stimulation. shows how inadequate it is to regard the de
velopmental environment as supportive but nOI fonnative of species
haraCleristics. Much earlier in development, electrical cun-eots gener
ated by the embryo seem to be an important form of self-stimulation
Jaffe and Stern 1979)·
Information is a difference tllat mikes a difference (G. Bateson 197 2 :
315). The concept of the developmental system allows us to distinguish
between genetiC and environmental variation that makes a difference
generates developmental "information") and variation that does not.
But the distinction can be made only with reference to the rest of the sys

-,
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tem, and thus may vary with it. We can speak, then, of genetically or envi
ronmentally determined variation, but not of genetically or envirorunen
tally determined traits. The fact that the di fference between two cell types
is due to extracellular conditions does not make the cells themselves
"environmentally determined" any more than a trait that shows heri
table variation in a population is "genetically determined." Phenotypic
"messages" are constructed in interaction. This is true whetber we study
species-characteristic development, as Piagetians do, or species-variable
ones, as students of temperament or personality do. Constructivist inter
aetionism, that is, should not be associated only with variability or mu
tability. It is not, as previously noted, a code word for environmental
determinism; nor does it signify some overarching preoccupation with
·'plasticity."
Interactions between chemicals, between tissues, between organisms,
and between an organism and the inanimate environment are parts of
the developmental system, and the inunediate context of the interaction
may be as important as the identity of the interactants. For some animals,
"context" is not restricted to physical environment. Interpretation of the
situation is crucial. Consider the change in effective context when a sub
ject of the television program Candid Camera realizes what is afoot. Or
think of the dilemma of the psychologist who wonders whether subjects
simulating some social process are a good model for what occurs outside
the laboratory. The question is really about what situation the subjects
are ill, and inspection of the room, even through a one-way mirror, will
not necessarily give the answer.
The vocabulary of interactiooism has been widely adopted, but the full
implications of a constructivist internctionism have not been accepted
neru"ly as readily as its terminology. Taking interactionism seriously
means rejecting the Central Dogma as a metaphor for the control of de
velopment, even for development of the body. (Notice that this meta
phorical notion of information flow is independent of the question of re
verse translation in molecular biology, which is the empirical issue Crick
was addressing.) The one-way causation it implies is inconsistent with
the reciprocal, multiple causation actually observed in vital processes.
Interaction requires a two-way "exchange of information"; Geneti4; and
organismic activity are infomled by conditions, even as they inform those
conditions. This is nothjng more than tbe bidirectionality so commonly

invoked by developmental psychologists today. My complaint is not with
the concept, but with the fact that often it is not taken seriously enough.

What Is Inherited?

Traditional gene-far-trait language implies a kind of preformationist em
bryology, ruld so do many updated, face lifted versions. But does the in
heritance of discrete genes entail the inheritance of traits, in what Cohen
(1979) calls the "jigsaw" model of development? 7 My answer is obvi
ously that it does not, but the language of selfish genes, of genetic pro
grams and encoded traits, tends to collapse the distinction by treating
the gene as a homunculus that makes body parts and mental structures
according to a prior plan.
Some have suggested that we handle the growing dissent over these
issues by further separating evolutionary questions from developmental
ones (Dawkins 1982). It is true that questions about evolutionary adap
tiveness are not the same as questions about how a particular adaptive
structure is constructed in ontogeny. But the fields have been estranged
for too long. The solution is not to keep them apart even more assidu
usly. but to synthesize them by shifting our focus from the gene as the
unit of evolution and the agent of programmed development to the con
pt of the evolving developmental system. That is, we must widen our
concepts of inheritance and ontogeny to include other developmental
interactants as well; no organism can develop without them alL Evolution
involves change in the system constituents and their relations.

TRANSMISSTON

A major step in the opening out of crucial concepts is the reconsidera
tion of the notion of transmission. Accounts of gene-culture coevolution
(Boyd and Richerson t98S; Durham 1979; Lumsden and Wilson 1981) use
the model of trait transmission for culture as well as for biology, seek
ing to remedy the shortcomings of purely genetic theories. By adding a
econd transmission channel, however, they also continue the dual.istic
tradition that ensures those shortcomings. III addition, they retain, and
extend. the population geneticists' habit of taking genes out of organ
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isms and placing them iOlO mathematically manageable "pools," con
centrating on the countable while taking for granted the processes that
generate and regenerate these countable entities. (See Kcller 1987 on the
way this tactic serves the idcology of individualism.) Now we have pools
of cultural bits as well, and the repeated and varying life cycles of the
organisms themselves are treated as virtually epiphenomenal effects of
the differential propagation of units from these two pools. But as I have
insisted, traits are not transmitted, developmental influences are. Our in
heritance does include culturc, not as a second set of traits transmitted
via an extragenetic conduit, but as aspects of the developmental context.
Hofer (1981a) points out the inadequacy of the ideas of genetic and cul
tural evolution in accounting for all sorts of prenatal effects, and Voor
nger (I987b) maintains, as do J, that an cvolutionary theory that in
cluded a sufficiently rich account of development would have no need
of a second transmission system. In fact. the very idea of transmission
would be transformed, because an adequate account of development ren
ders the conventional conceptions meaningless.
The transmission metaphor denies development. If it is development
that we are interested in, then we should choose a vocabulary that takes
it seriously. Other people's ideas, actions, values, habits. and bcliefs are
part of the rich complex of developmental influences from which lives
are constructed. So are the genes, and so, as noted here. is much, much
more. Whether or not any given rrait will be reconstructed in any particu
lar generation is a contingent mauer, for it depends on the constitution
and functioning of an entire system. Stability of species characteristics
is the result of stable developmental systems. This does not depend on
bsolute reUabjlity of all interactants: some processes are stable despite
considerable variation in their constituents. and some outcomes may be
stable despite variation in process.
Developmental systems are to some extent hierarchically organized.
They can be studied on many levels, and relations among the levels
are crucial. (See Salthe 1985 for an attempt to fonnalize relaljonsbips
"II1ong levels.) Developmental biologists speak of cytoplasmic inheri
tance, which can involve extragenetic changes in cell structure capable
of being propagatcd in a lineage (Cohen 1979; Sapp 1987). Even Lhough
variarions in a cell can be inherited in this way, invarianl features of cell
structure are passed on, LOo,just u:. the genes common to an entire species
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are passed on. The rest of the nonnaJ environment is also quite reliably
present (that is what it lrle£lrlS to be a normal environment), and wijen it
is not present, some other environment is.8 Biologists also speak of cell
state being stably "inherited" (Alberts et al. 1983:835); tbe key here is
not change in genetic rnateJial, but transgenerational (here, generations
of cells) stability of the cell type. There are, in other words, both specics
typical aspects of developmental systems and variations in those systems,
genetic and otherwise, and an organism inherits the entire complex. The
fact that we daily acknowledge the indispensability of both genes and
surround to the development of all characteristics and yet continue to at
tribute some of that development mostly to the genes and some to "other
factors" suggests that our theoretical vocabulary has not kept up with
our observations. Both evolutionary and developmental studies remain
largely genecentric (Goodwin 1984).
What passes from one generation to the next is an entire developmen
tal system. Heredity is not an explanation of this process. but a statement
of that which must be explained (see my previous discussion of links
between generations). The concept of evolving developmental systems
gives a unified view of development while integrating it with evolution.
Dualism is no longer required; the inherited-acquired distinction, as IOllg
as it is construed as a distincrioll between. killd:·; o./developmenral processe.v
or sources ofform. can be eliminated-not modified or turned into a mat
tcr of degree, but eliminatedY
Ontogenetic means are inherited; phenotypes are constructed. This en
largement of the idea of inheritance seems outrageous to minds trained
to identify it with the genes, but I am only making explicit what is rou
tinely taken for granted. No one claims that genes alone are sufficient for
development, or denies that environments, organic and inorganic, micro
,,¥opic and macroscopic, internal and external, change over organismi
and generational time. What is missing from most accounts is the syn
thetic processes of ontogenetic construction. to Inheritance is not atom
istic but systemic and interactive. It is not limited to genes, or even to
germ cells, but also includes developmentally relevant aspects of the sur
round-and "surround" may be narrowly or broadly defined, depending
on the scope of the analysis. Inheritance can be identified with "nature"
only if it embruces all contributors to that nature, and nature does not
reside in genes or anywhere eL.;e until it emerges in the phenotype-in
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transition. Nature is thus not properly contrasted with nurture in the first
place; it is the product of a continual process of nurture.
Having redefined inheritance in this way. we must also redefine on
togeny. This is difficult for behavior scientists, who are used to squab
bling over degrees of biological programming of personality or behavior
but who tend to take programming of the body for granted. Although
there may be doubt, that is, about whether sex roles and aggression are in
the genes, there is usually no doubt at all that sex organs, teeth, and claws
are. (Recall the incomplete interactionism discussed above under "Deep
Problems, Superficial Solutions"). But a unidirectional flow of genetic
information doesn't account for a tooth or a claw, red as it may be, any
better than it accounts for the most idiosyncratic behavior. The develop
mental system, on the other hand, accounts for the emerging phenotype
in a way the naked genome cannot.

DEVELOPMENTAL SYSTEMS

Some fear that the concept of the developmental system requires them
to give up too much; in fact, it only eliminates a troublesome set of as
sumptions and inferential habits. Many of the issues formerly associated
with ilie false opposition between nature and nunure (or biology and cul
ture) can still be addressed, but this time clearly formulated and properly
distinguished from others. Some are largely evaluative (many concepts
of normality, for instance) and are answerable not solely by empirical in
vestigation but by moral discourse as well. If thi.. conceptual unpacking
is performed, we will be less likely than we have been in the past to make
ungrounded predictions, to draw illegitimate conclusions from our data,
to posit distinctions where there are none.
The developmentaJ system is a mobile set of interacting influences and
entities. It includes a1J influences on development, at all levels of analysis.
Any particular invcstigation will obviously focus on a limited portion of
the system. For an embryologist, tbe scale of cells and organs defines the
investigative field, and bigber-Ievel aspects of the system can generally
be taken for granted. In some cases, though, as we have seen, it becomes
usefLLl to pay attention to other factors as well, for the wider ellvironment
may also intrude; witness the effects of radiation or of various chemicals
on embryogeny, or other ways in which the experience of a molher may
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affect her offspring or even grandoffspring (Denenberg and Rosenberg
1967; Hofer I98Ib:chap. 10).
Even though it is easy to u1ink of perturbations of the early develop
mental system (ofLen mediated through the parents), it is essential to real
ize that the aspects of the environment that do Iwt vary are bardJy ren
dered developmentally irrelevant by virtue of their reliability. Gravity
usually does not vary, but in its absence bone and muscle may atro
phy, possibly because d1e pitLLitary produces insufficient growth hormone
(Anonymous (985). The relevance of tbis findjng to the possibilities of
life in space is obvious, but we are well advised to let it act as a concep
tual reminder as well. Many of the broader ecological factors (topogra
phy, atmospheric composition, patterns of vegetation, temperature, and
humidity) have changed over evolutionary time, sometimes as a result of
their interaction with life forms. The system changes over the life cycle
and is reconstituted in successive generations in ways that are similar to,
but not necessarily identical with, preceding ones. This is tbe onJy way
to have inheritance of genetic material (and other iJ1teractants) without
being stuck with inheritance of traits.
Examples of interactants in developmental systems include the follow
ing (additional references on these topics can be found in "Links among
Generations." above):
I. The genome, whose parts interact and move about in ways now being
described by molecular biologists (Dillon's 1983 book is called The
Inconstant Gene; see also papers in Milkman 1982).
2. Cell structure, including organelles, some of which have their own
distinctive DNA. and seem originally to have been internal symbionts
(L. Margulis (981).
3. Intracellular chemicals, some of which (e.g., messenger RNA from
previous generations) may allow ,considerable developmental
progress before tbe organism's own genes are transcribed at all (Ruff
and KaLLfman 1983)·
4. Extmcell ular environ ment - mechanical, hormonal, energetic - parts
of which, like the extracellular matrix, are created by the cell itself or
by other cells.
5. Parental reproductive systems, both physiological and behavioral;
prenatal eflects are common, and cross-fostering experiments can
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show dramatic effects of parental behavior, sometimes to the extent
of producing behavior quite atypical of the strain or species (Hofer
198Ib:chap. II).
6. Self-stimulation by the organism itself.
7. Immediate physical environment. including provisions left for young,
as when eggs are laid on or in a food source.
8. Conspecifics and members of other species with which important
interactions take place. This category includes, but is not limited to,
symbiotic relationships.
9. Climate, food sources, other aspects of the external environment that
may influence the organism, initially through the parents and later
directly.
In many life cycles, a variety of factors can bring about the major
branchings of the developmental pathway discussed earlier. Other influ
ences contribute to less dramatic variations, including variations in learn
. ing and anything else that helps define the norm of reaction. These factors
are also part of the developmental systems of these organisms.

Nails for Shoes, Nails for Battles, or Why We Need
the Concept of the Developmental System

An old maxim goes, "For want of a nail the shoe was lost, for want of a
shoe the horse was lost, for want of a horse the rider was lost ..." Loss
of a particular rider might even lead to losing an entire bailie. To know
whether that nail makes the difference between losing and winning the
battle, shouldn't we know what kind of battle it is, on what terrain it is
being joined, what the command structure is, and who the opponent is?
Even if it could be shown that the loss of a battle were traceable to a lost
nail, this would not make the nail an adequate causal explanation for the
entire complex of events that constituted the battle. Tndeed. it is the entire
complex that defines the nail's role.
The nail can become a nail "for" losing battles only in a world that
is sufficiently stable and integrated that the entire battle-to say nothing
of the geopolitical circumstances that led to it-can be re-crt,;ated with
some regularity. A gene is a gene "for" a given phenotypic difference
only if other aspects of the ontogenetic complex (not to mention populu-
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tion structure) are fairly stable. Similarly, an environmental feature can
act as a developmental trigger onJy if the system is competent. If these
various conditions are reliable, one can take them for granted and pre
dict outcomes with some certainty even without understanding the de
velopmental processes involved. Much nature-nurture questioning can
be translated into queries about the constitution and degree of reliability
of developmental systems. But a system that is well integrated in some
worlds, and that thus tends to appear as a unit in [hose worlds, may not
be similarly unified in others.
Evolution is only partly a matter of changlllg gene pools. It is also a
matter of changing developmental contexts, and one cannot be under
stood without the other. Niches evolve in several senses. Geological, cli
matic, and organic features of an area change over time, partially as a
result of the resident organisms. Nor are niches definable apart from their
organisms (lolmston and Turvey 1980; Lewontin 1982), and as a lineage
evolves, so do its relations with its surround. The niche is tbe effective.
the developmentally or functionally signijicQm environment; an organism
may exploit the "same" environment differentJy at different times.
We return, then. to the struggling, squabbling scientists peering into
the shadow box, trying to make sense of their conflicting accounts. IJ
an ambiguous vocabulary and confused concepts are hindering our com
munication, we must at least clarify our terms. Our eventual goal is the
integration of diverse points of view, both within and among people, by
cooperative construction. As useful as it often is to use and reuse a heu
ristic, sometimes it is necessary to break set, restructure the cognitive
field, and move on.
We must relinquish the Central Dogma's one-way flow of causality, in
formation. and form as our .bruiding metaphor for development. The same
is true of tbe progTanuuing metaphors we have taken from computer
technology. We must also give them up as the principal framework for our
research and interpretation. They do not do justice to any careful inves
tigation of a developmental process, whether at the level of macromole
cules or of individuaJs. Although they provide a familiar and comfortable
way of i.nterpreting the world, they have outlived whatever usefulness
they may once have had.
Because it is so deeply rooteo in our thought and practice, the nature
nurture complex, more than other faulty scientific frameworks, has sig
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nificant political and moral repercussions far beyond the research com
munity. It has multiple sources in our philosophical history. It influences
the classillcation of individuals in ways that profoundly affect their future.
It influences our view of what is possible for individuals and for the
species as a whole. Thus, it affects the manner in which we mobilize for
maintenance or for change-indeed, whether we mobilize at all.
Hamburger (1980) says that embryology was not integrated into the
neo-Darwinian synthesis that had apparently unified so much of biology
for three principal reasons. First, evolutionists tended to focus on the out
ward flow of influence from the nucleus, whereas embryologists focused
on the cytoplasm as crucial in determining differenti.al gene activation.
Second, the prefonnationist implications of the notion of particulate in
heritance made embryologists uneasy. Third, evolutionists emphasized
trait transmission across generations and neglected trait elaboration over
the life cycle. These factors are still barriers to effeClive communication
between at least some developmentalists and some evolutionists. They
raise thomy problems for those who try to be both at once; as we have
seen, nucleocentrism is problematic even for those who have no special
interest in evolution. Hamburger calls for an interactive view to bridge the
nucleocytoplasmic gap into which so much misllnderstancting and acri
mony have been spilled. I believe this need is mel by the constructivist
approach described here. This approach offers a way of speaking about
complex transgenerational continuity and variability, about stability and
change in both species and individuals, while allowing us to acknowledge
the intricacy and contingency of the processes observed in ontogeny, a
way to think in evolutionary terms without being committed to a de
velopmental dualism in which contingent nurture is pitted against geneti
cally predetermined nature. We do not need the genetic progranl in order
to have a.n evolutionary perspective.

•

4 Stasis, Development, and Heredity:
Models of Stability and Change

Although contemporary evolutionary theory is said to rest on a synthe
sis, it is also based on a number of antitheses. Internal and external forces
are opposed in explanations of ontogeny and phylogeny, biology is con
trasted with culture, organisms are separated from their environments,
Insofar as development is attributed largely to internal forces and evo
lution to external ones, these too are contrasted. But development, as I
said in chapter 3, is the very heart of evolution. To see why this is so,
we must examine our assurnptions about the nature of ontogenetic and
phylogenetic change and adopt a more dynantic, holistic approach to bio
logical processes.
I define evolution as change in the distribution and constitution of
developmental (organism~environment) systems. This often involves
change in gene frequencies, but focusing exclusively on the gene level ex
cludes from life processes the very richness and activity that commanded
attention in the first place. Defining evolution. heredity, and development
in terms of genes also commits us to the nature-nurture oppositions we
have been examining. This is especially the case when the organisms in
question are human beings, and when biology is identified with "propen
sities" that seem to leave little room for deliberation, cboice, and action.
This chapter looks at two models of change and at three other concepts
that are closely tied to them. The models have been called "variational"
(differential perpetuation of fixed variants in a collection) and "trans
formational." (predetermined change in an entity or a collection of enti
ties) (Lewontin 1982). The concepts tbey inform are: (I) natural selection,
(2) innateness, and (3) hereditary transmission of traits.
Contemporary thinking abOLIt each of these three is dominated by a
ruling metaphor. Natural selection is treated as action by an external

